How to identify an Accuride slide
• All Accuride slides are stamped with our logo and the production month, year and sometimes the line number.

This is not the model number.
Look at the slide’s travel/extension

75%

100%

100%+
Measure the width and height (of cross section)
Look for any features

- For example:
  - Disconnect
  - Hold-in or hold-out
  - Locks
  - Lancings
  - Brackets
  - Colour / material
Measure the slide length when fully closed
• Go to the [website /slide selector]
• Select the extension
• Select any features or finishes to reduce the selection
• View the cross sections to find the correct size
• Go to datasheets to check on slide lengths
• You can use the ‘My product library’ to compare slides
• Or use the Accuride catalogue Quick Reference Guide
Still not sure?

• Send digital photographs (please send a jpg file – ZIP files cannot be accepted)
• Email: marketingeurope@accuride.com
• Remember to include all the dimensions and any features
Example

• 75% extension
• 12.7 x 35mm cross section
• Ask about features to find correct slide

Brackets?
Does it have hold-out?
What finish?

Options: 2109, 2132, 2132DO
• 100%+ extension
• 12.7 x 50.8mm cross section
• Ask about features to find correct slide

Does it have disconnect?
Does it have lock-out?
Does it have lock-in?

Options: 3301, 3307, 3308